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Abstract
Competition for natural resources will affect our ability to produce food. As
population grows so does food demand, which leads to enormous pressure on
the supply system. Despite the threat that climate change represents, is possible to produce more food as is evidenced, for example, the worldwide increases in the average yield per year of corn, rice wheat, and soybean. However, stresses such as temperature may have a negative impact on productivity. World grain yields decrease for each degree of increase in minimum global
temperature. In addition, temperature increase induces other events such as
the incidence of pests and diseases and damage to germplasm. This work focuses on the perspective of food production in the world, addressed from five
fundamental aspects: 2) Temperature in crop yield. 3) Stress factors cause financial losses. 4) Water use in Agriculture. 5) The urge to increase plant
productivity against climate change, and finally 6) Plant diversity and conservation.
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1. Introduction
The growing competition for land, water and energy, in addition to the overexploitation of fisheries, will affect our ability to produce food, as well as the urgent
DOI: 10.4236/jacen.2021.104030
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requirement to reduce the impact of the food system on the environment [1]. An
important correlate of this slowdown in population growth is the increase in
wealth, and with greater purchasing power comes greater consumption and
greater demand for processed foods, meat, dairy products and fish, all of which
add pressure to the system of food supply [1]. If the current trend of greater
agricultural intensification in richer nations and greater land clearing in developing nations continues, by 2050 1 billion hectares of land would be cleared
worldwide [2]. Although climate change is a threat, the world can produce
more food and guarantee its distribution more efficiently and equitably [3]. For
example, the four main world crops, such as corn, rice, wheat and soybean, are
currently experiencing improvements in average yields between 0.9 and 1.6%
per year, however, it is necessary to increase it further by 2050. This means that
the growth rate of the production of these crops is 2.4% per year [4]. The development of sedentary agricultural societies and the increase in modern agriculture are considered to have led to a decrease in the total number of plant
species on which humans depend, particularly wild, semi-domesticated and
cultivated vegetables [5]. Genetic resources have a great potential for genes of
agri-food interest (stress resistance, biotic and abiotic genes, genes with performance qualities, genes to increase metabolites, genes to increase some trace
minerals). Global environmental impact of agriculture on greenhouse gases is
24%, while around 70 and 80% of fresh drinking water is used for agriculture.
These last two factors must be addressed urgently on the agendas of each nation. And allocate financial resources, so that their researchers are participants
in solving the problem. Bajželj et al. [6] propose that one way to achieve global
food security is not to expand crops and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. According to Bodirsky et al. [7] the demand for food can be used as an indicator
for food security.
Adaptation to abiotic stress is a multigenic process that involves the maintenance of homeostasis for adequate survival in an unfavorable environment
[8]. Plants, because they are sessile organisms, cannot change or move their position to more suitable climate conditions, so they are affected by the effect of
stress such as heat [9]. Heat stress and drought reduced cereal yields by 9% 10% between 1964 and 2007 worldwide [10]. The reproductive stage of development in crops is more sensitive to drought or heat stress, so the number of
seeds can be affected [11]. Although both stressors can occur at different times
of the season, such as harvest, they can also differ between climatic periods
[12]. It is suggested that these stressors can be mitigated through soil management practices, crop establishment and foliar application of growth regulators,
to maintain an appropriate level of water in leaves due to osmotic adjustment
and stomatal performance [13]. However, for our understanding in this manuscript it will be necessary to approach the subject from five points of view. 2)
Temperature in crop yield. 3) Drought and heat as causes for great economic
losses in the world. 4) Stress factors cause financial losses. 5) The urge to inDOI: 10.4236/jacen.2021.104030
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crease plant productivity against climate change, and finally. 6) Plant diversity
and conservation.

2. Temperature on Crop Yield
Although, the temperature is fundamental in the growth and the yield of the
crops, since they affect the processes of growth and development of the plants
[14]. Generalized changes in rainfall and temperature patterns threaten agricultural production, increase the vulnerability of people who depend on agriculture
for their livelihoods and may affect word food markets [15]. High temperatures
can cause catastrophic loss of crop productivity and give rise to widespread famine [16]. Heat and drought are the two tensions that have a huge impact on the
growth and productivity of crops. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the
interventions physiological, biochemical and ecological related to these trends
for greater management in crop productivity [17]. In rice cultivation it has been
observed that, for each 1˚C increase in the minimum temperature, the grain
yield decreased by 10% [18]. A recent study mentions that, for each increase in
degrees Celsius in the global average temperature, global yields of wheat would
be reduced on average by 6.0%, in rice by 3.2%, in corn by 7.4%, and the soybean
in 3.1% [19]. Initial studies on climate change in crops focused on the effects of
the increase in the level of carbon dioxide (CO2), global average temperature,
rainfall and nutrition in agricultural production [20]. Climate change events induce other events of great agricultural importance such as the incidence of pests
and diseases, and the vulnerability of germplasm [21]. Productivity growth rates
will be driven mainly by technological and agronomic improvements [22]. In
rice genotypes developed and exposed to a temperature of ≥33.7 °C during anthesis, it caused sterility [23]. The average canopy yield due to heat stress during
flowering was 0.7% when the temperature is measured at 2 m height [24]. The
concentration of carbohydrates, starch, fructose and raffinose were lower in barley when they were grown at high temperatures [25]. The interaction of CO2
with high temperature or drought can vary according to the species (C3 and C4),
but it also depends on factors such as phenology, intensity and duration of stress
[26].

3. Stress Factors Cause Financial Losses
Drought and prolonged heat pose a serious challenge since they can affect plant
growth and yield, which can lead to annual losses of billions of dollars [27]. Generally, drought stress occurs when water available in the soil is reduced and atmospheric conditions cause continuous water loss through perspiration or evaporation [28]. Which leads to a reduction in leaf size, stem extension and root
efficiency. Plants show a variety of physiological and biochemical responses to
drought stress at the cellular level and throughout the organism, which makes it
a complex phenomenon [29]. There is an urgent need for a change of focus in
plant stress research, in order to understand the nature of multiple stress resDOI: 10.4236/jacen.2021.104030
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ponses and create pathways for plant development to obtain high high-yielding
varieties resistant to multiple types of stress [30]. The response of plants to combinations of two or more stress conditions is unique and cannot be extrapolated.
For example, the main climatic disasters in the US, which exceeded one billion
dollars each, between 1980 and 2012, indicates that a combination of drought
and heat stress caused huge millionaire losses [31]. Prolonged periods of drought
cause premature death of plants, total crop loss and eventually land abandonment. Therefore, this problem will worsen in the near future in arid and semi-arid
regions [32]. The strengthening of the weather forecast system, credit facilities,
market linkage with better infrastructure facilities, will be key factors in obtaining the optimal price of agricultural products [33]. Therefore, it is necessary to
understand these implications for agricultural crops, to develop varieties resistant to climate-induced stress [34].

4. Water Use in Agriculture
It is understood that crop production must increase at least twice as fast as human population growth over the next 40 years to meet world food demand [35].
Agriculture consumes 70% of fresh water worldwide. For example, approximately
1000 liters of water are required to produce 1 kg of cereal grain and 43,000 L−1 to
produce 1 kg of beef. New water supplies are likely to result from conservation,
recycling and improvement in the efficiency of water use [36]. The water footprint is an indicator of fresh water, the average calorie for beef is 20 times higher
than for cereals and starchy roots. The water footprint per gram of protein for
milk, eggs and chicken meat is 1.5 times larger than for legumes [37]. Crops with
irrigation systems require a significant expenditure of fossil energy both to
pump and to bring water to the crops. The delivery of 10 million liters of water
from sources for 1 ha−1 of corn requires an expenditure of approximately 880 kilowatts per hour (kWh) of fossil fuel [36]. To cope with future estimates of water
scarcity, some measures aimed at streamlining and optimizing the efficiency of
water consumption in the agricultural sector are critical in view of the large volumes of water needed for crop production. The correlation between the expected increase in irrigation water requirements, the critical values of renewable
freshwater resources and water scarcity, indicates the need for coordination of
careful regional and strategic water management policies at the national level
[38]. In developed countries, water consumption for irrigation is 60% of available water resources, while in developing countries it can reach 90% [39]. This
increase in water consumption will have a negative impact on the available water
in the following years. Most of the irrigation crops in the world do not have
adequate management in the efficient use of water [39] [40]. The 29% of the total water footprint of the agricultural sector in the world is related to the production of animal products [37]. Investments are needed to raise the yields of food
crops, to improve the management of existing irrigation systems, develop new
systems, restore land and degraded water resources [41]. Finally, the future
DOI: 10.4236/jacen.2021.104030
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supply of food, including water use, will be determined by prudent management
of global agricultural resources and smart investments in technology, as well as
reforms carried out in institutions and policies to achieve an increase in food
production. Thus, in the face of population growth and climate change, farmers
should be the first objective of policies to intensify production [42] [43].

5. It Is Necessary to Increase the Productivity of Plants
Against Climate Change
Crops against the effects of climate change and environmental stress factors such
as drought, high temperatures, or salinity will require developing well-adapted
plants, with improvements in their physiology and biochemistry [44]. Wild genetic resources, hereditary characteristics of plants and wild animals, are increasingly used to improve crops and domesticated livestock, as a new source of food
and raw materials [45]. Crops whose wild relatives have traditionally been used
as sources of useful traits continue to be more likely to include new traits of their
wild relatives [46]. In addition, these wild relatives are used successfully to improve tolerance to stress conditions such as drought, heat, nutritional value, protein and calcium content [29] [47] [48] [49]. Recent research has shown that
phytohormones, including auxines, cytokinins, ethylene, and gibberellins, also
including brassinosteroids, jasmonates, and strigolactones can be produced by
metabolically engineering abiotic stress tolerant crop plants [50]. In the case of
horticulture, two of the major concerns are related to the scarcity of water for
crop production and the potential for increased evapo-transpiration [51].

6. Plant Diversity and Conservation
Systematic effort is needed to improve the conservation and availability of crop
wild relatives [52]. Unfortunately, they are a threatened resource and measures
must be taken to protect them, both in their wildlife and in conservation banks
[53]. Plants domestication over hundreds of years has been subject to yield and
edibility mainly [54]. The lack of diversity in modern germplasm can further
limit our ability to reproduce to obtain higher levels of nutrients, although the
effort, has been for a few basic crops [55]. Just over 7 million accessions of plant
germplasm are currently conserved in 1750 gene banks worldwide, and it is estimated that about two million accessions are unique, the conservation of these
accessions is challenging and expensive. Therefore, it requires long-term secure
financial resources, where the government, stakeholders and the general public
intervene [56]. Agricultural practices between communities have resulted in the
development of locally adapted varieties [57]. Despite the number of accessions
in banks, they belong to a limited number of species. Half of them are advanced
cultivars and only one third are local varieties or old cultivars [58]. These collections are required to provide an easily available source of diversity genetics for
crop improvement, as well as for its introduction in other parts of the world, as
well as replacement seeds for local varieties and for those lost by catastrophes
DOI: 10.4236/jacen.2021.104030
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[59]. When one speaks of the local term, it can be understood as a synonym of
native, that is to say that the populations originate where they are and therefore
adapt to local environmental conditions [60]. For scholars in this area, a better
understanding of genetic diversity and its distribution is necessary for its future
conservation and use. The above would help to conserve, where to keep the biological material, its taxonomy, the origin and evolution of the species of interest
[61]. It is true that a great deal of genetic diversity is found in the small agricultural systems that are the majority of the world. These cultivation varieties are
obtained through a traditional system, which is practically based on saving and
exchanging local germplasm [62]. For in situ conservation it must be governed
by five principles: complementarity for conservation, minimum institutional development, monitoring of an existing program, fulfillment of development objectives to increase revenues and accept new germplasms as an international
mutual good [63].

7. Conclusion
Climate models predict that the impact and duration of periods of drought and
heat stress are constantly increasing. These events have a negative impact on
crops of economic interest, facing these challenges it is necessary to improve
yield. Although, it is true that there are crops where yield has increased such as
corn, rice, wheat and soybeans, however, is not enough to cope whit population
growth. It is necessary to use technological improvements in climate monitoring,
since drought or heat and/or the combination of both can cause problems in
food safety. Therefore, it is necessary to provide credits to the producer and link
new markets. Water shortage is present in several regions of the world, this is
because agriculture consumes around 70% of fresh water globally, it will be necessary to assess the impact of water use and the need for the demand for protein
foods of origin animal, such as cattle, pigs and birds. Finally, under these challenges, farmers must take care and apply water efficiently, with the aim of increasing crop productivity. Therefore, genetic improvement will be necessary for
plants to resist and be well adapted to abiotic stress.
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